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Abstract: Feature extraction is crucial to efficiently diagnose fault. This paper discusses a 
number of time-domain statistical features, including Kurtosis or the Crest Factor, the 
Mean by Deviation Ratio (MDR), and Symbolized Sequence Shannon Entropy (SSSE). 
The SSSE reflects the spatial distribution of the signal which is complementary with the 
statistical features. A new feature, Normalized Normal Negative Likelihood (NNNL), is 
used to improve the Normal Negative Likelihood (NNL). A Separation Index (SI) called 
the Extended SI (ESI) evaluates the performance of each feature and to remove noise 
feature. The Multi-Class Support Vector Machine (MSVM) recognizes bearing defect 
patterns. A numerical case is presented to demonstrate these features, their feature subset 
selection method and the pattern recognition method. The MSVM is used to detect three 
different types of bearing defects: defects in the inner race, outer race and bearing ball. 

Keywords: Fault diagnosis, time domain, feature extraction, extended separation index 
(ESI); multi-class support vector machine (MSVM). 

1.    Introduction 

Rolling element bearings are critical components in industrial machinery and thus play an 
important role in industry [1]. Because unexpected failures in the bearings lead to costly 
downtime [2], much research has considered their prevention. Fault diagnosis aims to find 
the incipient failure so that the catastrophic failure can be prevented. Within this paper, 
fault diagnosis refers to determining the state of the system (faulty or normal) as well as 
the type of faults [3]. 
     The fault diagnosis of rolling element bearings is generally done manually based on 
practical experience. This is an intuitive and subjective method; therefore, when numerous 
patterns are involved, this method is inefficient. More recently, pattern recognition has 
been used to diagnose fault automatically. There are four steps in automatic fault 
diagnosis: signal acquisition, feature extraction, feature selection and pattern recognition. 
Signal acquisition installs sensors and collects the signal for analysis. Feature extraction is 
to extract the numerical measurements of the signal that is more interpretable than the raw 
signal [4]. Feature extraction generates measurements, and feature selection chooses a 
subset of optimal features based on those measurements. Finally, pattern recognition 
techniques such as classification or cluster algorithms can be used to discriminate among 
different bearing states, for example discriminating failure patterns from normal patterns 
[4].   
     Signal acquisition in the case of the rolling element bearing focuses on collecting the 
vibration signal. The presence of a defect in a bearing produces impulses from the contact 
between metal surfaces when the bearing is running. These impulses are periodically 
produced with a frequency determined by the location of the defect and its size [5]. 
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Accelerometer sensors can be mounted on the bearing house to measure the vibration 
signal which contains the defect information. As the vibration signal can be collected 
online, by analyzing this signal the status of the bearing, e.g., the location of the defect 
and possibly the severity of the problem, can be diagnosed without stopping the machine. 
This is the advantage of vibration analysis.   
     Feature extraction is very important as the raw vibration signal is normally too chaotic 
to find defect directly. A feature can be considered to represent the signal and can 
therefore be used as the indicator of the bearing state. Features can be extracted either 
from time domains, such as Kurtosis, Crest Factor, etc., or from frequency or time-
frequency domains. Most analyses of vibration signals use the frequency domain or time-
frequency domains. Nevertheless, the use of time domains has been argued to be 
computationally efficient [6], understandable and more easily implemented. Additionally, 
as argued by Tao et al., the time domain feature is less sensitive to bearing load and speed 
variance [7]. Finally, in the early stages of the defect, the frequency features are not 
significant, and frequency domain analysis is inefficient.  
     Extracting a large number of features may provide more information on the signal, but 
it adversely affects the computational cost inversely and could degrade the performance of 
diagnosis. In feature selection, a set of optimal features are chosen. State-of-the-art feature 
selection methods are individual feature selection and subset feature selection. The 
Separation Index (SI) can be used to measure the classifiability of an individual feature or 
a subset feature and thus can be used to perform feature selection [8, 9]. For example, Zio 
et al. propose an SI called the classifiability evaluation function to select a subset of 
features. Qiu et al. propose a method based on the geometry distance. Kim et al. develop 
one SI to evaluate the significance of an individual feature. This paper extends Kim’s SI 
[10] by improving the statistical property and using it to remove noise feature.  
     This paper discusses state-of–the-art time domain features and proposes some new 
ones to represent vibration signal more accurately; these include features adopted from 
another field and improvements on existing ones. A separation index is proposed to 
remove noise feature, and a commonly used subset selection method chooses the optimal 
subset of features. The optimal subset features are used as Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) input to diagnose fault. The multi-class SVM is selected to discriminate fault 
patterns, as the SVM can be linear or nonlinear depending on the kernel function chosen.  
     Section 2 of the paper discusses state-of-the-art time domain features and the proposed 
new feature. Section 3 presents a feature selection method. Section 4 discusses the multi-
class SVM as a classifier of time domain features for diagnosis and prognosis purposes. 
Section 5 presents a numerical example using public test-rig data. Section 6 discusses the 
findings. 

2.    Feature Extraction from Time Domain 
2.1  State-of-the-art Features in the Time Domain 

In the early stage of fault development, the bearing is not significantly damaged and the 
defective signal is masked by the noise. As the periodicity of the occurrence of the signal 
is not significant, the spectral analysis is ineffective. Even when the periodicity is 
significant, using the time domain feature is still recommended because normal and 
defective signals differ in their statistical characteristics.  
     Kurtosis is an important and popular feature used in rolling element machines. It 
defines the peakedness of the amplitude of the signal. Beta parameters are the shape and 
scale parameters in the Beta distribution when the amplitude of the signal is assumed to 
follow a Beta distribution. This is a flexible distribution and most signals can fit it. Since 
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the parameters in Beta distribution for a normal vibration signal (bearings without defects) 
and a defective signal (bearings with defects) differ, they can be used to differentiate 
between types of defects [11]. However, some critics, such as Heng and Nor, argue that 
the Beta method has no significant advantage over using the Kurtosis and Crest factor for 
rolling element bearings [11]. 
     The Kurtosis, Crest and Impulse factors are non-dimensional features and are 
independent of the magnitude of the signal power. RMS, Peak value, standard deviation, 
and Normal Negative Likelihood (NNL) value are fully dependant on the signal power. 
Some nuisance factors such as the quality of the sensors and the location where they are 
mounted can influence the power of the signal. The main advantage of non-dimensional 
features is that they are more immune from nuisance factors than dimensional features. 
RMS is an important feature in signal processing. It measures the power of the signal and 
can be used to normalize the signal. Therefore, some features are normalized by RMS.  
Certain other features used in the past are normalized by RMS, as for example, Beta-
Kurtosis [12], Weibull negative likelihood value [13], Kurtosis Ratio [14], etc. They are 
not discussed here as the focus is on commonly used time domain features. 

2.2   Normalized NNL 

Normal Negative Likelihood (NNL) has been used by some researchers to diagnose fault 
[13]. In NNL, the amplitudes of the signal are assumed to follow Normal distribution. The 
parameters u andσ are calculated using the maximum likelihood estimator method. This 
paper proves that the performance of NNL is equivalent to a much simpler feature.  
     Let the amplitudes of the signal denoted by a series 1x , ix ,….. nx discretely. When 
parameters u andσ are unknown, the negative likelihood function of this series is:   
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Substituting Formula (2) into Formula (1) and simplifying it, the following equation is 
obtained: 
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It can be concluded from the above that NNL is essentially equivalent to σln  and 
obviously, σln is not non-dimensional. In order to make the feature independent of 
power, as Kurtosis does, we normalize it by using RMS in the following way: 
                                                    

RMS
NNNL σln=                                                            (5) 

This new feature is called Normalized Normal Negative Likelihood Value (NNNL).  
     Essentially, the old NNL is not a stable feature as it non-necessarily depends on the 
number of sample size n as shown in Formula (4). For a scenario where two signals are 
identical but differ in length, the NNL values will differ. This is evidently not reasonable 
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and is the major disadvantage of this feature. The new feature, NNNL, is not only 
independent of the sample size but independent of the signal power.   

2.3   Mean Deviation Ratio 

The distribution of amplitude in the signal samples differs from normal and defective 
rolling element bearing signal. The normal signal without defect is comprised by some 
noise signals and the shape of the signal thus tends to be peak. The distribution of 
defective signal has more wide amplitude so the variance is bigger than that of normal. It 
can be shown from Figure 1. The left figure in Figure 1 is from normal signal of a bearing 
and the other one from defective signal from the same bearing. It is evident that the 
defective signal differs from normal signal and it has wider variance.  Therefore, it is 
straightforward to be reminded that the Mean and Deviation Ratio (MDR) could be a 
feature to discriminate both defective and normal condition signals. The definition of  
MDR is: 
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Obviously, MDR is also a non-dimensional feature independent of signal power.  MDR 
implies the degree of scatter for the distribution of signal amplitude.  

 
Figure 1: Normal and Defective Signal 

2.4   Symbolized Sequence Shannon Entropy 

Most statistical features consider statistical characteristics of the amplitude distribution; 
however, in all of these features, the information on the spacious pattern of the amplitude 
is lost. For example, for rolling element bearing, when defect exists, the amplitude tends 
to be periodic and however this periodicity cannot be reflected in the statistical features. 
Figure 2 shows a simple example to verify this argument. This figure is comprised by 100 
samples. The amplitude of each sample is comprised by {1,2,3,4} and each value has 
identical probability of appearance. The upper figure and the lower figure in Figure 2 are 
plotted by same samples, but with different spacious distribution. In the upper figure, the 
signal is periodic where the amplitude is distributed deterministically with a sequence of 
1234, 1234,… iteratively. In the lower figure, the amplitudes are randomly distributed.     
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Figure 2: Periodic Signal and Random Signal 

From the Figure 2, it is evident that both signals are different. However their statistical 
features are the same, i.e., the statistical features are not able to discriminate them.  
     The Shannon entropy has been known as a parameter capable to measure the 
uncertainty of a random process. Rolling element bearing without defect tends to generate 
a more random signal, while the machine with existing defect usually tends to have more 
deterministic signal, i.e., their Shannon entropy will be different. To extract the 
periodicity in the signal, a feature named Symbolized Sequence Shannon Entropy (SSSE) 
is used. In this feature, the signal is firstly symbolized and then the Shannon entropy is 
used. This SSSE has been used to detect weak signal in other research fields [15,16]. This 
paper uses the SSSE to diagnose fault for vibration signal for rolling element bearing. The 
procedure for SSSE calculation is:  

1. Discretize the signal. A threshold is predefined. The amplitude below the 
threshold is coded as 0 and the above is coded as 1. Thus the signal is discretized 
into a binary sequence, which is denoted by  

,...,...,, 321 ibbbb  
2. Segment the binary signal with equal length L. For example, segment the binary 

sequence 110010010 into 110, 010, 010 with length L=3. Calculate the decimal 
value of each segment. It is “6”, “2” , “2” in this example.   

3. Calculate the probability of each segment. The probability is considered as the 
frequency. For “6” in this example, it is 1/3 and for “2” it is 2/3. 

4. Calculate the entropy using the following  Shannon entropy formula: 
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where, N is the total number of unique segmented binary sequence. The ip is the 
probability of the ith kind of the unique sequence. 

     In a periodic signal, some sequences will occur frequently so the Shannon entropy will 
be lower. Therefore, the Shannon entropy values vary with different acquired data so it 
can be used as feature to measure the characteristics of a signal. For a pure random data, 
the Shannon entropy value is 1. For deterministic signal, the entropy is between 0 and 1 
[15]. The more deterministic is the signal, the lower its SSSE value.  Using the above 
procedure, for the example of Figure 2, the SSSE of periodic signal (upper in Figure 2) is 
0 and that of the random signal is 0.905 (lower in Figure 2). These two signals can be 
significantly discriminated. Similarly different defect in rolling element bearing can be 
discriminated attending to the randomness existing in the acquired signals.   
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3.    Feature Selection 
3.1  Noise Feature Removal using Separation Index 

This paper extracts several features from time domain. Some features may not contribute 
to the fault diagnosis and even degrade the performance of the diagnosis. In order to 
remove these non-significant features or noise features, an index named Separation Index 
is used to define the significance of features [13].   
     For the sake of simplicity, each feature value is called a sample in this section. If two 
signals are presented to be compared, let dm and hm denotes the mean of samples, 

dS and hS  denotes standard deviation. Kim et al. developed one Separation Index (SI) as 
[10] 
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This separation index is used defining the separability of features. This paper has 
improved this SI to gain a better statistical property. The new SI, which is called Extended 
SI (ESI), as: 
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     Assume the samples are normal distribution and the number of sample size from each 

signal is equal with n . The quantity nSI ×  can be test its significance using t-test. 
That is, when  

                                                       vtnSI ,σ>×                                                          (10) 

 the dm and hm has significantly difference, where σ is significance level and v is 
degree of freedom. The v in Inequality (10) is:  
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where 22 / hd SSu = . The statistical proof of this can be found in reference [17]. 
     The t-test proposed above assumes that the sample size is equal from both sides. For a 
problem with unequal sample size, one can use the same Separation Index but the t-test is 
different from Formula (11). One can refer to the reference [17] for more detail for the 
unequal sample size t-test.  
     The significance of the difference between two signals then has more statistical 
foundation by using ESI. This is the advantage of the new proposed separator index. This 
ESI can be used to remove noise feature. For example, when the feature values from two 
signals are tested significantly different, the feature will be retained; otherwise they 
should be excluded from further consideration.  
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3.2   Feature Subset Selection 

The ESI can be used to remove some noise feature in the initial step of feature selection. 
Feature subset selection is to select the compact optimal feature set. The feature subset 
selection is necessary as features are possibly correlated or redundant. There are numerous 
methods available to perform subset selection [18] however the simplest one is the 
exhaustive method. This method enumerates all the subsets and selects the one with 
highest performance, for example the highest fault diagnosis accuracy, as the optimal. 

Noise Feature Removal using ESI

Select one from the        
subsetsn2

Perform diagnosis using SVM 

Select the subset with highest 
diagnosis accuracy as 

optimal 

All subset selected?

End

N
Y

 
Figure 3: Feature Selection Procedure 

     This exhaustive method is computational cost, as for a number of n  features, there 
have as much as n2 subsets, therefore, the exhaustive method is only suitable for small 
number of features. The advantage of the exhaustive method is a global optimal solution 
can be obtained. The detailed procedure of performing feature selection in this paper is 
shown in Figure 3.            

4.    Pattern Recognition using SVM 

The standard SVM is a binary classifier classifying two classes of objects. To 
accommodate the multi-classes problems, one has to extend the standard SVM. One 
solution is to combine several binary SVMs together. One-Against-All multi-class SVM is 
one of them.  The One-Against-All method transforms the k-class problem into a k sub 
binary classification problem. The thi sub binary classification problem labels the 
indicator of data sets belong to the thi class with 1 and label all the remaining data sets 
with -1 [19].  
     SVM is a kernel method which depends on the kernel function [20, 21]. Before one 
uses the SVM for pattern recognition, one should select a proper kernel function. The 
discussion on kernel function is omitted as it is not the concern of this paper. The 
motivation to select the SVM for fault diagnosis is because the decision function is 
flexible as it can be linear or nonlinear depending on the kernel function.  

5.    Numerical Case 
5.1  Data Description 

This numerical case uses the public bearing data which is collected from a test rig in Case 
Western Reverse Lab [22]. In this rig two bearings are installed which are located at the 
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end of the driver and fan respectively. Artificial defect are introduced to the inner race, 
outer race and ball in the bearings. The vibration data is collected by accelerometers 
attached to the housing with magnetic bases. The data using in this case is from the 
bearing located in the driver end which is a signal sampled at 12 kHz as shown in Figure 
4.  

 
Figure 4: Normal and Ball Defect Signal 

5.2   Performance of Individual Feature 

The raw signal is divided into several non-overlapping segments using a fixed window 
size. The window size used in the case study is 3000 for each segment which is more than 
the minimal requirement 296=lenw  suggested by following Inequality [14]: 
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s
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f
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where sf denotes the sampling frequency and BDFf denotes the fault frequency, for 
example the ball pass frequency on the inner race.  
     The signals used are a normal bearing signal and ball defective signal shown in Figure 
4. Features extracted from time domain are: MDR, SSSE, NNNL, Kurtosis, Crest Factor, 
Clear Factor, Impulse Factor, Shape factor. All these features are non-dimensional 
features. By using the t-test described in Section 3.1, the feature SSSE is significantly 
equal for the two signals so it is removed for consideration in this comparison. The ESI 
value is computed by Eq. (9) and is compared with the accuracy obtained by simplest 
linear polynomial function SVM, as shown in Table 1, where the 0.8, 0.6, 0.5 means the 
ratio selected as training data, the remaining data sets are test datasets. The selection of 
the data sets is random and each ratio is repeated 30 times. The number listed in Table 1 is 
the mean of the 30 runs.  

Table 1: Accuracy using Single Feature 
Features Kurtosis Shape Clear NNNL MDR Impulse Crest 
SI 1.17 1.01 0.92 1.01 1.01 0.89 0.84 
Accuracy(%) for Ratio 0.8  88.17 84.6 85 83.75 81.75 74.33 64.84 
Accuracy(%) for Ratio 0.6 86.29 84 84.04 82.75 80.79 74.71 68.83 
Accuracy(%) for Ratio 0.5 86.14 83.91 83.80 82.71 80.27 75.24 68.03 

As shown in Table 1, the higher ESI implies the accuracy tends to be higher. The Kurtosis 
has the highest ESI, so the accuracy is also the highest. The ESI of the Crest is the lowest, 
the corresponding accuracy also lowest. This alignment implies the efficiency of ESI as a 
feature performance indicator.  
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5.3 Fault Diagnosis using MSVM 

There are three types of defects introduced in the inner race, out race, ball of the bearing. 
Therefore, including normal state (bearing without defect), four patterns are needed to be 
discriminated: normal, inner race defect, outer racer defect, and ball bearing defect. Multi-
SVM is used to recognize these patterns. Segment the signal obtained from accelerometer 
sensors and use the t-test proposed in Section 3.1 to filter noise feature. The test results 
show that except feature SSSE, all the other features are significantly difference. The 
SSSE fails to pass the t-test between normal and ball defect. However, the SSSE is 
significant different between other signals. Therefore this feature is still kept in the feature 
selection. As a consequence, the input of SVM is the vector of feature values: MDR, 
NNNL, Crest Factor, Clear Factor, Impulse Factor, Shape factor, Kurtosis, SSSE. The 
output of the SVM is the status of the bearing: Normal, Inner Race defect, Ball defect, 
Outer race defect. 

5.3.1 Pattern Recognition using MSVM 

The polynomial function as written follows is selected as kernel function : 
                                                dxxxxK )1,(),( '' +><=                                                (13) 

The parameter d above is a predefined parameter. When d=1, the SVM is a linear 
classifier; When 1>d  it is nonlinear. The higher of d, the more flexible of the SVM 
classifies the data; whereas a too flexible classifier is prone to occur “overfitting” 
phenomenon [23], which means a classifier has low train error but have a high prediction 
error. The Figure 5 shows the “overfitting” phenomenon. In this figure, the training 
accuracy is always increasing with d. This means increasing the order can always improve 
the training accuracy as the classifier becomes more flexible. After d>4, the training 
accuracy reaches 100%. However, the test accuracy is not increasing with d, inversely it 
deceases with the order when 4≤d . The higher order d turns out to have lower test 
accuracy. This is the “overfitting” phenomenon. The highest test accuracy in the figure is 
order d=1. Therefore, in this case, d=1 is selected for the polynomial kernel function.       

 
Figure 5: Performance of Various Kernel Parameters 

Divide the data extracted from signals at ratio 0.8, 0.6, 0.5 respectively and the first part is 
used for training, the second for test. To reduce randomness, the division of data for 
training and test are also random and each subset has been ran 30 times. Utilizing the 
approach mentioned in Section 3.2 selects the optimal subset features. The resulting 
optimal subset and its diagnosis accuracy, that is the mean of the 30 runs, are shown in 
Table 2.  
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Table 2: Optimal Subsets and Their Accuracy 

Features Kurtosis Crest Clear Impulse Shape NNNL MDR SSSE Accuracy% 

Ratio 0.6 √ √ √ √ / / √ √ 98.71 
√ √ √ √ √ √ / √ 98.30 

Ratio 0.5 √ / √ √ √ / / √ 98.55 
√ √ √ / / √ / √ 97.95 

Ratio 0.8 √ / √ √ √ / / √ 99.50 
√ √ √ / √ √ √ √ 99.25 

            Note: “√” denote the feature in the subset, “/” denote not in the subset 

All the optimal subsets include feature Kurtosis, SSSE, Impulse and Shape. These four 
features are common features in the subsets having highest accuracy. The feature MDR is 
also in the optimal subset of Ratio 0.6, which means it is a good candidate feature for time 
domain fault diagnosis. Moreover, the proposed new NNNL is also important. The second 
row for each ratio in Table 2 list the subsets containing NNNL, which have accuracy very 
close to the highest accuracy. Nonetheless, the Kurtosis and SSSE are the most incredible 
in this case.  
     All the statistical features contain only the amplitude distribution of the signal. The 
information about the spacious distribution of the signal has lost. This lost can be proved 
in the simulated example in Section 2.4. However, the feature SSSE considers the 
spacious distribution information but it loses the amplitude distribution information. In 
this sense, the SSSE and the statistical features are complementary. Therefore, combining 
the statistical features and the SSSE could achieve higher diagnosis accuracy, which can 
be verified from the results in Table 2.  

6.     Conclusion 

The fault diagnosis on rolling element bearing is mostly on frequency domain. This paper 
proposes an approach on time domain. The feature on time domain is less dependent on 
the machine load and rotation speed, and when the defect is in its early stage, the defect 
frequency is insignificant and diagnosis on time domain is necessary. The numerical case 
shows the diagnosis on time domain is feasible. 
     The feature SSSE shows incredible in the numerical case thus it shows its effectiveness 
used for fault diagnosis. The new feature NNNL has also shown its importance as using 
this feature the diagnosis accuracy is high as well. The proposed MDR is in the optimal 
subset so it is a feature of importance for the diagnosis. The SSSE is complementary with 
the other statistical features and thus combining them can have a good fault diagnosis 
result. This can be verified from the bearing case.   
       The proposed Extended Separation Index shows its efficiency in the bearing case. In 
the bearing case, the higher ESI implies the higher diagnosis accuracy. Moreover, the 
MSVM used in this paper shows its flexibility by adapting itself to data. By tuning the 
order in the Polynomial kernel function, the SVM can be linear or nonlinear. In the 
bearing case, it finally uses the simplest linear Polynomial kernel function that shows 
better performance than the more complex nonlinear Polynomial kernel function.  
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